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There’s all that data….There’s all that data….

 Registry data comes in all kinds of Registry data comes in all kinds of 
listslists
 Site and HistologySite and Histology

 GeographyGeography

 Treatment CodesTreatment Codes

 Et cetera, et cetera, …Et cetera, et cetera, …



Sometimes the data is stableSometimes the data is stable

 Site and histology codesSite and histology codes

 Geographic codesGeographic codes

 Treatment codesTreatment codes



Sometimes it changesSometimes it changes

 Zip codesZip codes
 Collaborative stagingCollaborative staging
 Therapeutic agentsTherapeutic agents
 Facility listsFacility lists
 Physician listsPhysician lists

Software needs Software needs 
to be adaptableto be adaptable



The Collaborative Staging ModelThe Collaborative Staging Model

 Self-contained moduleSelf-contained module
 All of the data is within the DLLAll of the data is within the DLL
 API allows access to the data by other API allows access to the data by other 

programs forprograms for
 Data entryData entry
 Data validationData validation
 User helpUser help

 Drop-in updatesDrop-in updates



Using the CStage APIUsing the CStage API

The Calling Program can:The Calling Program can:
 Determine schemaDetermine schema
 Read data tablesRead data tables
 Display data tables with full textDisplay data tables with full text
 Assign default valuesAssign default values
 Validate data (EDITS)Validate data (EDITS)



New in 2011:  CERNew in 2011:  CER

 Code chemo, hormone, and immuno Code chemo, hormone, and immuno 
agents by NSC numberagents by NSC number

 Use SEER*RX Tool to retrieve numbersUse SEER*RX Tool to retrieve numbers



SEER*RX ToolSEER*RX Tool

 Database of antineoplastic agentsDatabase of antineoplastic agents
 Easy lookupEasy lookup
 Detailed descriptions for abstractorDetailed descriptions for abstractor
 CER: provides NSC numbers for agentsCER: provides NSC numbers for agents

 No connectivity for registry softwareNo connectivity for registry software



The ProposalThe Proposal

We wanted to see what it would take We wanted to see what it would take 
to extend the capabilities of the to extend the capabilities of the 
SEER*RX Tool to be interactive SEER*RX Tool to be interactive 
with CNExT, our registry software with CNExT, our registry software 
product.product.

We obtained a copy of the SEER*RX We obtained a copy of the SEER*RX 
database to play withdatabase to play with



Adding an API to SEER*RXAdding an API to SEER*RX

 Looking for a way to assist Looking for a way to assist 
abstractors in coding NSC fields for abstractors in coding NSC fields for 
CERCER

 Develop a wrapper with API to pass Develop a wrapper with API to pass 
data between SEER*RX and a data between SEER*RX and a 
prototypical abstract editorprototypical abstract editor



Interface RequirementsInterface Requirements

 Retain the features of the SEER*RX Retain the features of the SEER*RX 
Tool:  look up, description, modalityTool:  look up, description, modality

 Accessible from within registry Accessible from within registry 
programprogram

 Minimize keystrokes to select an Minimize keystrokes to select an 
agentagent

 Validate selectionValidate selection



Launch SEER*RX Drop-in:Launch SEER*RX Drop-in:



Enter agent name or abbreviation:Enter agent name or abbreviation:



Note multiple results:Note multiple results:



Select agent:Select agent:



Data Value inserted into field:Data Value inserted into field:



Validate selection:Validate selection:



AdvantagesAdvantages

 Standardize registry software solutions Standardize registry software solutions 

 Provide pick list for data entryProvide pick list for data entry

 Built-in validationBuilt-in validation

 Easy to distribute updates to vendors and Easy to distribute updates to vendors and 
registriesregistries



Some current issuesSome current issues

 Fewer than half the drugs in the database Fewer than half the drugs in the database 
have NSC numbershave NSC numbers

 Some drugs have multiple numbersSome drugs have multiple numbers

 Update schedule?  Regular or ad hoc?Update schedule?  Regular or ad hoc?



RecommendationsRecommendations

 Provide a published API to the SEER*RX Provide a published API to the SEER*RX 
Tool to allow software developers to Tool to allow software developers to 
integrate it into their productsintegrate it into their products

 Add NSC numbers to all agents in the Add NSC numbers to all agents in the 
database; resolve multiple numbersdatabase; resolve multiple numbers

 Provide advance notification Provide advance notification 
of upcoming updatesof upcoming updates


